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Abstract
Facial emotions and emotional body postures can easily grab attention in social communication. In the context of faces,
gaze has been shown as an important cue for orienting attention, but less is known for other important body parts such as
hands. In the present study we investigated whether hands may orient attention due to the emotional features they convey.
By implying motion in static photographs of hands, we aimed at furnishing observers with information about the intention
to act and at testing if this interacted with the hand automatic coding. In this study, we compared neutral and frontal hands
to emotionally threatening hands, rotated along their radial-ulnar axes in a Sidedness task (a Simon-like task based on
automatic access to body representation). Results showed a Sidedness effect for both the palm and the back views with
either neutral and emotional hands. More important, no difference was found between the two views for neutral hands, but
it emerged in the case of the emotional hands: faster reaction times were found for the palm than the back view. The
difference was ascribed to palm views’ ‘‘offensive’’ pose: a source of threat that might have raised participants’ arousal. This
hypothesis was also supported by conscious evaluations of the dimensions of valence (pleasant-unpleasant) and arousal.
Results are discussed in light of emotional feature coding.
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Introduction
Human beings use to live in social groups and undergo complex
patterns of social interactions in daily life. Indeed, human
communication requires to spend energies in understanding the
meaning of other people’s actions and time in watching and
interpreting the signals and the actions of others [1]. We can make
inferences about other people’s state of mind and intentions
because of an ability going under the name of ‘‘social cognition’’
[2,3]. In the contexts of social communication, interaction with the
environment and survival-related behaviour, gaze direction is a
particularly salient feature in grabbing and orienting attention
[4,5,6,7,8]. Congruently, it has been shown that emotional facial
expressions are important social sources of information about
others’ emotion and mental states [9] too. Eye gaze and emotional
expression have been proved to be also important cues for
anticipation of biologically and socially important events [10]. In
particular, some studies have demonstrated that negative emo-
tional expressions, such as fear and anger, are both rapidly
analyzed in the brain at around 120 ms [11,12] and evoke fast and
automatic responses [13,14]. As to angry facial expressions,
Holmes and colleagues [15] have reported that they automatically
orient attention in both anxious and non-anxious individuals,
when they are compared to neutral, positive or negative facial
expressions. The authors suggested that when anger is the source
of threat, it may be linked with negative arousal.
De Gelder and colleagues extensively studied another category
of biologically salient stimuli: the body postures. They demon-
strated that emotional body postures can be automatically
processed in both healthy and brain damaged patients either with
or without awareness [16–18]. Body features such as facial
expression, bodily posture and eye gaze rapidly alert observers by
attracting and orienting their attention, because they provide
individuals with an evolutionary tool for becoming aware of
environmentally relevant stimuli concerning others’ intentions.
In line with the literature on socially-relevant body features, this
study aimed at testing whether a specific body part - eyes and faces
apart - might exert the same effect in grabbing attention. In
particular, we wanted to assess whether hands in an ‘‘intention-to-
act’’ context might differentially affect participants’ performance
in an attention-related task. So far, it has been demonstrated that
not only eyes [5–7] but also hands or feet can orient observer’s
attention [19,20,21] independently of any emotional content. It
was demonstrated that observers do not code hands automatically
on the base of their laterality (i.e. their right or left nature), but, on
the base of the position (side) each hand usually affords when
represented within a typical body representation (from here
originates the name Sidedness for this effect). The effect was shown
to be dependent of the view of the stimulus: according to the back
or palm view, the body representation was represented respectively
as facing towards or facing away from the observer. For example,
when hands with upright fingers were shown from the palm view
they were represented as belonging to a body facing the observer,
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whereas hands shown from the back view were coded as they
belonged to a body facing away from the observer.
So far, the stimuli used to study the Sidedness displayed only
static and neutral postures in frontal, canonical view [22]. The use
of such stimuli, however, provide limited evidence on the
modulatory effect that hands may convey when they embed the
information about hand’s owner intention to move or to act
offensively against the observer. The present study aimed at filling
the gap. Indeed, we tested if hands in a threatening posture might
be processed differently than the static ones because treated as a
negative feature to the same extent as, for example, angry faces
[15,23].
We tried to give the hands a treating value by providing them
the aspect of hands that ‘‘are-going-to-act’’. This manipulation was
based on the reports showing that static photographs of human
body convey information about implied motion [24–25]. Indeed
some studies showed that observers are able to extract dynamic
information from static stimuli by using the stored internal
representation of dynamic information [24–27]. In the specific
context of hand processing, Urgesi and colleagues [26] reported
that static snapshots of a hand suggesting a grasping action activate
the same neural systems elicited in both understanding and
executing that very same grasping action. Kourtzi and Kanwisher
[25] also showed an involvement of medio-temporal/medial
superior temporal cortex (i.e. brain areas involved in the visual
analysis of motion) during observation of static photographs with
implied motion when compared to static photographs.
Therefore, due to the ability to extract movements from implied
motions, in the present experiment, we presented frontal hands (as
in [19,20]) and hands rotated along their radial – ulnar axes. We
assumed that hands in implied offensive motor attitude toward the
observer (i.e. rotated hands), might be differentially processed and
affect the Sidedness effect. The frontal hands, instead, being
emotionally neutral should not alter the Sidedness effect.
Experiment
The experimental condition ‘‘a’’ was intended as a control
condition in which we presented neutral hand stimuli (i.e. hands in
a frontal view) in both palm and back views. In the experimental
Condition ’’b’’, similar hands were rotated along their vertical axes
in order to give a sense of intention to act. The hands were rotated
in a way that they looked like moving hands. In the case of the
back view the hand looked like moving toward something away
from the observer (e.g., for reaching an object); whereas in the
palm view, the hand looked like moving toward the observer in a
sort of ‘‘offensive’’ attitude. In both cases, the movements
appeared to be towards the midline of a body which the hands
can be represented as belonging to.
In analogy with studies concerning negative emotional expres-
sions, such as fear and anger [13,14], we hypothesized that, since
rotated hands from the palm view might look ‘‘offensive’’ for the
observer, (see the threatening value analysis in the method
section), participants might respond differently compared to the
back views. In particular, we expected a significant difference in
the reaction times in response to rotated back view than the palm
views (i.e. the supposed threatening stimuli). On the contrary, if
the rotated hands do not convey any information about the
intention to act and any emotional feature, results should be
similar to the ones obtained with ‘‘static’’ and frontal hands.
To study the different meaning convey by the static and rotated
hands, we used a modified Simon paradigm, the Sidedness task
[19]. In this task, hands were centrally presented with a coloured
(red or blue) circle over the centre of the stimulus. Participants
were instructed to press one of the two lateralized keys in response
to the colour of the circle. As in the classical Simon task [28], the
information about the spatial feature of the stimulus (conveyed in
our case by each hand), even though task-irrelevant, gets coded.
This way, the spatial feature generates a code which interacts with
the response codes by facilitating (when the two codes correspond)
or slowing down (when the two codes do not correspond) the
responses to the task-relevant features of the stimuli (that is the
colour of the superimposed circle). As said in the introduction,
when hands are shown, what observers code does not regard
hand’s laterality, but the spatial position (i.e. the side) that,
according to its view and posture, each hand would afford within a
body representation (i.e. its Sidedness). Palm view hands with
upright fingers are, for instance, represented as belonging to a
body facing the observer. In this configuration, the right hand is
represented on the left side of the body and so on the left side of
the observer; differently, the left hand would be represented on the
right side of the body and, consequentially on the left side of the
observer (see Figure 1).
Therefore, for example, when a left response is required in the
case of a red circle, reaction times (RTs) are faster when the red
circle is superimposed on a right palm hand (non-corresponding
condition) than on a left palm hand (corresponding condition). On
the contrary, when a back view hand is shown, it is represented as
belonging to a body facing away the observer with the left hand
laying on the left side (corresponding condition) and the right hand
on the right side (non-corresponding condition) of the represented
body and of the observer as well. This produces in turn faster RTs
when left responses are provided for red circle superimposed on
left back hands (corresponding condition) compared to when they
are superimposed to right back hands (non-corresponding
condition). We expected to observe the Sidedness effect for both
the emotionally neutral and the emotionally negative conditions
(Conditions a and b, respectively), but also a significant difference
between the views (i.e. back and palm) in Condition b where
supposed threatening stimuli were shown. It is important to
remind that hands are task-irrelevant features in the Sidedness
paradigm, and they are automatically and implicitly coded and no
explicit judgment is required on them. To be sure to use
emotionally relevant stimuli, we investigated their affective values
using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [29,30] a non-verbal
method for assessing reports on affective experiences, that has
been shown to covary also with physiological and behavioral
emotional reactions (e.g. [31,32,33]).
Methods
Participants. Ten students of the University of Bologna were
tested in Condition a (mean age = 24, SD = 3.42, 6 male), and 18
new students in the Condition b (mean age = 25, SD = 3.16, 5
male). All of them were right handed, according to the Edinburgh
Inventory Test [34], with a normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and naı¨ve to the purpose of the experiment. They were recruited
among the students attending the Department of Psychology and
took part voluntarily and with no reward to the experiment.
Ethics Statement. The experiment was approved by the
Psychology Department’s ethical committee of the University of
Bologna, and subjects provided a written informed consent.
Stimuli and Apparatus. The stimuli were photographs of
both right and left hands from back and palm views presented in
the canonical posture [22] in Condition a and rotated toward the
midline along their radial-ulnar axes (slightly 30u) in Condition b
(see Figure 2). The stimuli were first scored in an independent
rating procedure: 10 raters evaluated the stimuli according to the
degree of ‘‘implied motion’’ on a 9-levels scale. Later, the same
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stimuli were evaluated by 11 different raters (mean age = 22
SD = 1.78, 4 male) for the dimensions of valence (pleasant-
unpleasant) and arousal according to the Self-Assessment Manikin
(SAM) [29,30]. SAM figures range from a sad-face figure to a
happy-face figure, representing the unpleasant to pleasant
dimension, when evaluating valence of the stimuli, and from a
calm to an aroused figure when evaluating arousal. Subjects can
chose among 5 manikin figures or a value between two manikins
resulting in a 9-point rating scale for each dimension. For the
instructions we precisely followed those of IAPS [35]. All the
ratings were performed in a paper-and-pencil modality and
coloured stimuli, of the same size of the ones used in both the
conditions a and b, were presented sequentially in a counterbal-
ance order across raters. Orientation (frontal vs. oriented hands)
and View (back vs. palm) were the main factors in the analyses.
– Implied motion. The stimuli of Condition b (i.e. oriented
hands, mean = 6.08) transmitted more sense of motion than
those of Condition a (i.e. frontal hands, mean = 1.28):
Orientation, F(1, 8) = 43.36, MSE = 415.68, p,.001. The
other factor (View) and their interaction were not significant
(all p..05).
– Valence. We only found a significant Orientation6View
interaction (F(1,10) = 7.11, MSE = 2.05, p,.05) as oriented
palm hands (mean = 4.45) resulted less pleasant than the other
stimuli (oriented back hands = 5.1, frontal back hands = 4.8,
and frontal palm hands = 5).
– Arousal. Palm view hands resulted overall more activating
(mean = 2.95) than back hands (mean = 2.5) on the arousal
dimension (View: F(1,10 = 6.18, MSE = 2.51, p,.05). The
other factor and their interaction were not significant (Ps..05).
In both the conditions hands were presented with forearm and
the fingers grouped together (Figure 2). The hands were centrally
presented on a 150 computer screen within 23u69u of visible angle
A red or blue circle was superimposed in the middle of the hand
that corresponded to the centre of the screen and to the fixation
point. The stimuli were created with Adobe Photoshop (Version 7)
software. The experiment was run using a personal computer
Pentium III, 512 Mb. The experiment was run with E-Prime 1.1
(SP3) software (Psychology Software Tools Inc.), whereas, the
results were analysed by using SPSS software (IBM SPSS Inc.).
Procedure
Each image lasted on the screen for 100 ms in both
Experiments 1a and 1b. Participants were required to respond
as quickly as possible according to the colour of the circle by
pressing one of two keyboard keys (‘‘X’’ and ‘‘.’’) placed,
respectively, on the left and the right side of the body midline.
Colour-response key associations were counterbalanced across
Figure 1. The figure provides a visual representation of the concept of ‘‘Sidedness’’. A hand always generates a spatial code based on the
side it is imagined with respect to the body of reference. The case here reported shows a left hand shifts from a ‘‘right sidedness’’ to a ‘‘left sidedness’’
(we thank Rory O’Sullivan for the Blender UniHuman character model used in this work. UniHuman is available at http://unihuman.yolasite.com/).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049011.g001
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subjects. Each right or left stimulus was presented with either a
superimposed red or a blue circle 30 times (for a total amount of
120 trials per view) in each block. Two separated blocks, one for
the palm and one for the back view hand stimuli, were presented
in a counterbalance order between subjects, resulting in a total
amount of 240 experimental trials. Each block was also preceded
by a training session of 8 trials. Feedback on RTs, errors and
omissions was given at the end of each trial.
The analysed factors were View (back vs. palm view) and
Correspondence (Corresponding pairings vs. Non-corresponding
pairings), as the within-subjects factors, and Condition (Condition
a vs. Condition b), as the between-subjects factor.
Results
In both Conditions a and b mean correct reaction times (RTs)
and error rates (ERs) were the dependent variables. In order to
measure the Sidedness effect, responses were coded as corre-
sponding (i.e., the laterality of the response hand corresponded to
that of the hand stimulus) and non-corresponding pairings (i.e., the
laterality of the response hand did not correspond to that of the
hand stimulus). Data filtering was as follows: RTs 2 standard
deviations higher or lower than the overall participant’s mean
(Condition a = 3.1% and Condition b = 3.7%) for corresponding
and non-corresponding parings in each block were excluded from
the analyses. They only differed in the amount of outliers between
corresponding (mean = 1.73) and non-corresponding pairings
(mean = 2,41), F(1,26) = 6.46, MSE = 11.91, p,.05. Then RT
analyses were only conducted for error-free trials. Data were
submitted to a 26262 ANOVA for repeated-measures.
RTs. Significant effects of View (F(1,26) = 6.01,
MSE = 1637,48 p,.05), Correspondence (F(1,26) = 5.77,
MSE = 381.30, p,.05) and their interaction (F(1,26) = 49.78,
MSE = 2704.17, p,.001) emerged. The Correspondence6View
interaction represents the Sidedness effect: faster RTs for the
corresponding pairings than the non-corresponding ones (two-
tailed paired-samples t-test t(27) = 6.13, p,.001) are found when
the back view is shown; on the contrary, RTs for the
corresponding pairings are slower than those for the non-
corresponding ones (two-tailed paired-samples t-test t(27) = 3.43,
p,.005) when the palm view is shown. The Condition factor was
not significant (F = 0.07, p..05) but the Correspondence6Condi-
tion and View6Correspondence6Condition interactions were
significant (F(1,26) = 6.968, MSE = 460.327, p,.05 and
F(1,26) = 5.605, MSE = 304.489, p,.05, respectively). The Corre-
spondence6Condition interaction was due to the lack of difference
between the corresponding (mean = 335 ms) and non-correspond-
ing pairings (mean = 334 ms) in Condition a, and to corresponding
pairings (mean = 328 ms) being faster than the non-corresponding
ones (mean = 336 ms) in Condition b.
Given the significant triple-interaction we analysed the two
conditions separately to better describe the trend of the factors. In
Condition a none of the main factors View and Correspondence
was significant (F(1,9) = 1.28, MSE= 724.07, p..05,
F(1,9) = 0.098, MSE= 1.44, p..05, respectively) but their interac-
tion was (F(1,9) = 23.03, MS= 464.27, p= .001). A paired-samples
T-test was carried out for the Correspondence factor for the back
and palm view separately. The factor was significant for both the
back and the palm view (t(9) = 4.17, p= .005, t(9) = 3.30, p,.0025,
respectively). The corresponding pairings between the stimulus
hand and the response hand were faster than the non-
corresponding ones in the back view condition, whereas RTs
presented the reversed pattern in the palm view condition (i.e. RTs
for the non-corresponding pairings were faster than those for the
corresponding ones; See Table 1). This result pattern denotes the
Sidedness effect.
The same main factors were also analyzed in Condition b. Each
factor was significant (View: F(1,17) = 8.94, MSE= 999.23,
p,.005; Correspondence (1,17) = 12.662, MSE= 1175,68,
p,.005) and also their interaction (F(1,17) = 46.63,
MSE= 3376,43, p,.001). The Sidedness effect emerged as in
Condition a: The corresponding pairings were faster than the non-
corresponding ones in the back view condition (one-tailed paired-
sample t-test, t(17) = 6.34, p,.001), whereas RTs showed the
reversed pattern in the palm view condition (one-tailed paired-
sample t-test, t(17) = 2.19, p,.025; See Table 1). It is important to
note that the View factor was significant in both the main analysis
(data from Conditions a and b collapsed) and it was probably at
the origin of the significant triple-interaction View6Correspon-
dence6Condition. This effect emerged for the first time in the
literature of the Sidedness effect [19,20,21]: as hypothesised RTs
to palm views were overall faster than those to back views (mean
RTs for the back view = 335 ms, SD= 22 ms, mean RTs for the
palm view = 328 ms, SD= 22 ms).
Figure 2. Hand stimuli used in Experiments 1a (on the left) and 1b (on the right): Examples for both the palm and the back views
are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049011.g002
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ERs. The Correspondence6Condition, View6Correspon-
dence and View6Correspondence6Condition interactions
reached significance (F(1,26) = 13.54, MSE = 63.56, p = .001,
F(1,26) = 14.39, MSE = 80.76, p = .001, and F(1,26) = 12.82,
MSE = 71.91, p = .001, respectively). More ERs were made for
corresponding parings (mean = 5.06%) than non-corresponding
(mean = 3.11%) in Condition b (Bonferroni corrected t-test,
t(17) = 3.69, p,.005), but no difference was found in Condition
a (Bonferroni corrected t-test, t(9) = 1.87, p..025). Moreover, the
View6Correspondence interaction revealed a Sidedness effect:
While participants were more accurate in the corresponding
compared to non-corresponding pairings (error mean = 3.17% vs.
error mean = 5.32%) for the back view (two-tailed t-test,
t(27) = 3.39, p,.005), for the palm view their level of accuracy
was higher for non-corresponding than corresponding pairings
(error mean = 3.24% vs. error mean = 4.64%; two-tailed
t(27) = 2.87, p,.025). See Table 1.
Due to the significant triple interaction we also performed
separated analyses for Conditions a and b with View and
Correspondence as main factors. None of the Factors nor their
interaction reached significance in Condition a (all Ps..05).
However, Correspondence and View6Correspondence were
significant in Condition b (F(1,17) = 13.62, MSE = 68.06,
p,.005, and F(1,17) = 32.29, MSE = 213,56, p,.001, respective-
ly). Participants were more accurate with the corresponding
(mean = 1.94%) than the non-corresponding pairings
(mean = 7.33%) when the back view was displayed (paired-samples
t-test, t(17) = 5.49, p,.001), but the reverse pattern emerged for
the palm view (mean corresponding pairings = 4.27% vs. mean
non-corresponding pairings = 2.78%, paired-samples t-test,
t(17) = 2.61, p,.05). This interactions reveals again the presence
of the Sidedness effect. The View factor also showed a trend
(F(1,17) = 4.03, MSE = 22.22, p = .06) with less error for the palm
(mean = 3.53%) than the back view (mean = 4.64). This result
pattern was in line with that of the RTs.
Discussion
RT results indicated a Sidedness effect in both the conditions:
The RTs for hands seen from the back are faster when the
laterality of the hand stimulus corresponds to the side of the
response; conversely, faster RTs are produced when the laterality
of the hand stimulus does not correspond to the side of the
response for the palm view. Results are in accordance with the
notion that automatic, pre-attentive spatial hand coding occurs on
the base of Sidedness relation of the hand stimulus with respect to
a representation of a body which the hand is connected to (i.e. the
side of the hand in relation to a body of reference), and this, in
turn, generates a compatibility effect with the side of the response
[19,20,21]. As regard ERs, the Sidedness effect only emerged in
Condition b, for the supposed emotional stimuli (i.e. oriented
hands).
Interestingly, in the control condition (i.e., Condition a), when
stimuli were supposed to be emotionally neutral no difference
emerged between back and palm views. However, in Condition b
a new result emerged for both RTs and ERs: Participants
responded faster and more accurately to palm views compared
to back views. As assumed in our hypothesis and demonstrated by
the rating, the oriented hands (both palm and back views)
conveyed information about implied motion. This quality might
have allowed only palm view hands to appear as hands acting
toward the observer and thus resulting in a sort of ‘‘threatening
and dangerous’’ stimulus, as also suggested by the SAM results for
valence [29,30]: indeed, the oriented palm view hands looked as
more negative/unpleasant than the other hand stimuli. We also
considered the possibility that the differences in RTs, accuracy and
SAM ratings might have been related to the ‘‘unusuality’’ of the
stimuli and that the perceptual evaluation might be responsible of
the different responses. However, a separate ‘‘natural-unnatural’’
rating ruled out this alternative. Indeed, we performed a rating on
the perceptual evaluation of both frontal and oriented hand
stimuli. We asked 17 participants to rate each single picture for its
truthfulness/‘‘naturality’’. Picture were presented sequentially in a
counterbalanced order across participants and had to be evaluated
on a 5-levels scale (1 = unnatural, 5 = very natural). Orientation
(frontal vs. oriented hands) and View (back vs. palm views) were
the main factors. Only the main factor Orientation was significant
(F(1,16) = 6.95, MSE = 17.50, p,.05) as oriented hands
(mean = 3.34) were scored to be more natural than frontal hands
(mean = 2.32). The other factor and the interaction were not
significant (all Ps..05).
It is important to note that our results (i.e. faster RT for the
negative emotional stimuli) are in line with other studies showing a
preferential processing of negative stimuli when attentional visual
paradigm are used (e.g. facial expression or eyes; [36–41]). These
studies showed that threatening facial expressions are processed
more efficiently than positive or neutral expressions suggesting that
more attentional and processing resources are allocated to
negative than positive stimuli. However, this is not in contrast
with other research showing exactly the opposite pattern (i.e.
slower RTs for negative stimuli; e.g. [42–45]) where categorization
tasks were carried out. The difference might depend on the
paradigms used and the investigated processes. Indeed, in the
former cases task-irrelevant emotional stimuli are processed
implicitly and affect performance in the main task, and negative
emotional stimuli might only increase more rapidly arousal. In
contrast, in the latter cases the categorization (i.e. recognition)
required detailed, explicit analysis of the emotional meaning of the
stimuli and happy expression might be more easy to visually
discriminate than negative one [45].
General Discussion
The ability to detect the intentions and the emotions of the
people around us have adaptive implication for anticipating the
consequences of their behavior, or, in more extreme cases, for
perceiving whether their aggressive action is directed toward us. It
is known that ‘‘body language’’ observation can produce
Table 1. Mean RTs (in ms) and ERs as a function of conditions
(hand views) and corresponding and non-corresponding
pairings for Condition a and b.
Condition a Condition b
Pairings Back view Palm view Back view Palm view
Reaction Times
Corresponding 336 (41) 333 (37) 324 (20) 330 (23)
Non-
corresponding
342 (40) 328 (35) 346 (30) 325 (20)
Errors
Corresponding 4.4 (4.5) 5.0 (3.9) 1.9 (2.2) 4.3 (2.6)
Non-
corresponding
3.3 (2.7) 3.7 (3.5) 7.3 (4.6) 2.8 (2.0)
Standard deviations are reported in brackets.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049011.t001
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emotional responses and induces modification in the observer’s
behavior (see [46], for a review). However, in order to better study
this issue we investigated whether the incidental perception of
hand postures might be a socially-relevant information in term of
valence and potential actions.
To achieve our aim, we decided to use photographs of frontal
and oriented hand postures, by assuming that the oriented hands,
due to the information about implied motion they convey, might
have looked as hands ‘‘potentially’’ acting. Previous studies [24,25]
have demonstrated that the brain is prone to perceive motion even
in static stimuli and that observers are able to extract the dynamic
information they convey by using the stored internal representa-
tion coming from the dynamic examples [27]. In particular, we
were interested in the palm view oriented hands, because, looking
as hands acting toward the observer, they might have been
considered as a potentially emotional negative (i.e. threatening)
stimulus.
In particular, we used frontal and slightly oriented hand posture
to test whether they might generate a spatial code able to interact
with that of Sidedness (see [19,20,21] and introduction for a
detailed description). Results indicated that the Sidedness effect
emerged for either frontal and oriented hands: Participants were
faster to respond to visually presented hands that corresponded to
the same side of space, from the observer’s point of view, as the
participant’s responding hand. Results are in line with what was
proposed by Ottoboni and colleagues [19,20,21] about the
automatic completion of a hand with an (imaginary) body, and,
with the idea that, regardless of its left or right nature, hand is
coded by referring it to a body that faces away or towards the
observer. This happens because the presentation of a hand, even if
task unrelated, activates the system that defines the local relations
between the body parts (the hands in this case) in a perceptual
format (i.e. structural description of the body; [47,48]).
However, a more interesting and new result emerged in
Condition b: Faster RTs were found when participants responded
to the palm view oriented hands compared to the back view hands.
We hypothesised that this result might be due to the arousal
increment linked to this peculiar stimulus being perceived as
biologically and emotionally negative. The oriented palm hands
conveying a potential action toward the observer, might have been
evaluated as a potential threatening stimulus. Indeed, the rating
we performed on the stimuli, not only showed that oriented hands
implied motion more than frontal hands, but also that palm view
oriented hands were rated as more unpleasant compared to the
other stimuli in SAM [29,30]. However, besides SAM judgements
being conscious and overtly required and Sidedness task only
investigating covert, pre-attentive processing of hands, it is well
established that SAM dimension of pleasure and arousal covaries
with behavioural measures [31–33].
Behavioural data seem to suggests that oriented hands, seen
from the palm view, might look like hands in a ‘‘threatening’’ pose,
i.e. as if they were going to hit the observer, and they can be
supposed to represent ‘‘biologically primitive expressions’’ of
emotions that induce an increment in arousal [49,50,51,52,53,54].
As already found for other body features (e.g. [6,7,8,9,14]) these
emotionally stimuli have a special effect on grabbing and orienting
attention compared to the neutral ones. From an evolutionary
perspective it is not surprising that these hands, as they look like in
an offensive pose, might induce higher arousal levels and orient
attention more quickly, and these data appear in line with what
already demonstrated in the domain of emotional face coding [13–
15]. In our case, we can suppose that the oriented palm hands
might result in a strong adaptive emotional signal in primary
communication systems, which elicits a response for activating
consequently rapid defense actions or escape reactions. Arousing
negative stimuli, pre-attentively detected, might have elicited a
rapid response action and this reaction has an evolutionary value
as to its survival implications. Indeed, it has been suggested that
pre-attentive mechanisms allow for rapid focusing of attention and
cognitive resources on emotionally relevant environmental situa-
tions ([55,56] for a review).
Therefore, hands, faces and whole bodies appear to be multi-
dimensional stimuli conveying many important social and
motivational signals. In the domain of motion, our results can be
also interpreted in light of theory of mind and the understanding of
intentions (See [57], for a review). It has been suggested that the
brain, plausibly adapted along evolution, is able to detect
biological motion in order to extract intentions and to predict
the future actions of other individuals [58]. Participants might
have covertly detected the implied biologically-relevant motion in
the stimuli and extracted the intention of a possible action in
another individual. Indeed, it is known that the same represen-
tations, governing action control and action production, are also
involved in the perception of actions performed by others [59,60].
However, intentions always imply both goal representations (ends)
and body movements (means). According to Prinz’s distinction, in
this experiment we were in the domain of action perception, that
proceeds from movements to goals, and it is used to recover the
others’ intentions from the perceived body-part movements (see
[61] for a review). What is interesting in this study is the fact that
emotional intention might have been automatically extrapolated
from an ‘‘implied’’ movement. In this way, the motor system
appears to be able to connect perception of simple body-parts to
intentional actions. By eliciting action oriented reactions, on the
bases of the mechanism of shared motor representations, the
motor system might allow us to understood and even predicted
other people actions [62–65]. It is not a surprise that hands in
isolation elicited such emotional responses as it is assumed that
what is automatically recalled from the hand stimuli is an entire
body representation [19,20,21]. If this were true, indeed, our
results might be in line with the literature on emotional bodily
postures, because they showed an automatic processing even when
attention is deployed elsewhere or perception is totally unaware
[18,19]. Interesting results on perception of bodily emotions come
also from recent neuroimaging data. It has been shown that
perceiving emotional bodily expressions [66–71] and even angry
hands [71] elicits activations in both the regions underlying motor
representations (e.g. the premotor cortex, superior temporal
sulcus, supramarginal gyrus) and the regions involved in emotional
processing (e.g. insula) [66–71]. Despite this, it is still under debate
whether the critical role in emotional action understanding is
played by a resonance in the motor program necessary to execute
an action (e.g. the mirror neuron system; see [72] for a review) or
by the interaction between the emotion-processing areas and the
action-related network, that is a resonance in the emotional system
responsible for the affective modulation of the motor program.
Future studies might better investigate either the physiological
and the brain components related to the presentation of these
stimuli.
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